NYACP Virtual Annual Scientific Meeting
Friday, October 9, 2020
8:00 am - 12:50 pm
Register Here

When We Do Harm, Medical Error and The Human Condition
Danielle Ofri, MD, FACP

A Culture of Safety: Patient safety is a critical issue in medicine today. There is, rightly, a strong emphasis on systems approaches to improving medical care and decreasing error. However, medicine is fundamentally a human endeavor. Without attention to the human aspects of the medical enterprise—emotions, cognitive abilities, biases, communication—crucial aspects of patient safety will remain beyond our grasp.

Her newest book—“When We Do Harm: A Doctor Confronts Medical Error” is available now!

“One of the leading physician-authors of our time, Danielle Ofri masterfully diagnoses the reasons for our pervasive problem of medical errors. Beyond a systematic dissection that every patient can understand, she provides solutions for how to get healthcare on track.” - Professor Eric Topol, author of Deep Medicine

“What makes this book special is Ofri’s perceptive and compassionate nature; she sees her own patients as real people and is candid with readers about her concerns and vulnerabilities. . . .Thorough analysis of a challenging problem executed with a personal touch that makes it highly readable.” - Kirkus Reviews

NYACP Virtual Awards Reception
Thursday, October 8, 2020
6:00 - 8:00 pm
Business Meeting • Laureate Awards

Registration for Virtual Reception is free and Scientific Meeting is only $50 per Member - Register Here!

Saturday, October 24, 2020 ABIM MOC Courses!
(Online and Real Time)
Earn up to 20 MOC points and CME Credits!

Each Maintenance of Certification (MOC) Learning Session provides you with a collaborative environment to complete an ABIM Medical Knowledge module and earn MOC points. Led by ABIM Board Certified physicians, this interactive session allows you to work with your colleagues to develop answers to module questions. ABIM Board Certified physicians should submit their answers to ABIM for 10 MOC points and also claim CME credit once the Learning Session is completed.
8:30 am - 10:30 am
ABIM MOC Module: 2020-21 Update in Internal Medicine
Earn up to 10 MOC points and 10 CME Credits!

Nicholas Berbari, MD, FACP, Clinical Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, Director, Advising, NYU Long Island School of Medicine, Sr Associate Program Director NYU Winthrop IM Residency Program

Tejas Patel, MD, MPH, FACP, Nephrologist and Internal Medicine Physician, Catholic Health Systems of Long Island

11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
ABIM MOC Module: 2020-21 Update in Hospital Medicine
Earn up to 10 MOC points and 10 CME Credits!

Jitendra Barmecha, MD, MPH, SFHM, FACP, Sr. V.P. and CIO, SBH Health System, Bronx, NY, Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine, CUNY School Of Medicine
NYACP Governor, Manhattan/Bronx

Parag Mehta, MD, FACP, Senior Vice Chair, CMIO and Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, NewYork-Presbyterian Brooklyn Methodist Hospital
NYACP Governor, Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island

$60 per session/10 CME Credits and 10 MOC points per session!

Guidance for International Medical Graduates (IMGs)
Matching in Internal Medicine in 2021 Webinar

Monday, October 5, 2020 | 10:00 a.m. ET
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused disruptions to the normal residency application and Match processes, leaving IMGs applying in the 2021 cycle with many questions about how to optimally navigate this already anxiety-provoking and critical step in their medical career.

Sponsored by the ACP Council of Student Members and presented in conjunction with the Educational
Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates | Foundation for Advancement of International Medical Education and Research (ECFMG®|FAIMER®) and the Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine (AAIM), this panel discussion will combine perspectives from a key stakeholder and experienced residency program directors from a variety of U.S. training programs to discuss the impact of pandemic-related changes on the residency application and Match processes. The speakers will provide the best available advice for IMGs applying to internal medicine training programs in the United States.

Registrants who have not passed USMLE Step 2 CS should review:
Requirements for ECFMG Certification for the 2021 Match

All registrants should review:
Information for applicants from ERAS Support Services at ECFMG
Resources from the ECFMG Certificate Holders Office (ECHO)
Data on IMG performance in the Match

This webinar is open to all interested individuals.
Please register by Sunday, October 4, to reserve your spot.

DEADLINE TODAY!
IMPORTANT REMINDER: All NYS Prescribers Must Renew Mandated Training in Pain Management, Palliative Care and Addiction by October 1, 2020 - Visit the NYACP Website Today

The updated NYACP/BU 3-hour online pain course is available to all NYS licensed prescribers, and it fulfills NY mandated training in pain management, palliative care and addiction as required by NY Public Health Law Section 3309-A.

The 2-hour BU Scope of Pain course is free, and the 1-hour NY-Module (“Managing Pain and Opioid Use: An Educational Program on Compliance with New York State Prescribing Laws”) is $20. The NYACP fee mitigation policy for ACP resident members remains in place, as previously circulated to all internal medicine program directors. 3 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ / 3 ABIM MOC Points

Detailed information is contained on NYACP’s website, or you can begin the course now. The Chapter is addressing questions and/or technical assistance matters by emailing info@nyacp.org.

Upcoming Events:

NYACP Awards Reception
Thursday, October 8, 2020
6:00 - 9:00 pm
Business Meeting • Laureate Awards

NYACP 2020 "Live" Virtual Scientific Meeting
Virtual presentations in real-time - coupled with recorded breakout sessions to view at your convenience!

Friday, October 9, 2020
8:00 am - 1:00 pm
Information about NYACP’s Annual Meeting can be found at www.NYACP.org/annual-scientific-meeting. Registration is $50 per member for live and all recorded session. The live session will be recorded for future viewing!

Poster winners will be announced immediately following the meeting.
Online Registration Form

NYACP Co-Sponsored Event!

15th Annual Mid-Atlantic Hospital Medicine Symposium
Mastering the Care of the Hospitalized Patient

Friday, October 16, 2020
12:00 pm - 4:30 PM

Course Details and Registration

Virtual Webinar
Dietary and Lifestyle Strategies for Cardiovascular Risk Reduction

Friday, October 16, 2020
7:45am - 1:30pm

Jointly provided by NYU Grossman School of Medicine and the New York Chapter American College of Physicians

Event Details / Brochure / Registration

Virtual Joint District Event
(Hosted by the Long Island Districts)
October 22, 2020
7:00 - 8:00 pm

The District Presidents in NYACP’s Long Island Region invite you to join them for an hour of education, knowledge sharing and networking. There will be presentations on COVID-19 epidemiology, testing and clinical trials and time for discussion and networking with local colleagues!

What Practicing Clinicians Needs to Know About COVID-19 Epidemiology and Testing
Aaron Glatt, MD, MACP, FIDSA, FSHEA

Treatment of COVID 19 Infection: Where are we with clinical trials?
David Bernstein, MD, FAASLD, FACC, AGAF, FACP

Registration Information
There is no fee to attend this event. We kindly request that you register to attend before October 22, 2020.
Virtual Joint District Event  
(Hosted by the Hudson Valley Districts)

October 26, 2020 / 6:15-7:15/ Zoom

The District Presidents in NYACP’s Hudson Valley Region invite you to join them in discussing areas of unconscious bias to create additional awareness and change to dispel implicit bias.

**Implicit Bias: Stereotypes and Uncertainty in Healthcare**

*Story Slam, Presentation and Discussion*

Moro O. Salifu, MD, MPH, MBA, MACP

The event will open with a short Story Slam. If you would like to share your experience with unconscious bias in healthcare, please submit your story by September 23, 2020. Those selected to tell their story will be notified by the Chapter prior to the event.

Also, in preparation for the implicit bias discussion, we recommend that you take the Project Implicit Social Attitudes ‘Race IAT (Black - White Association Test)’ located at: [https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.html](https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.html) since we will review the test’s implications during our discussion. Upon registration, please feel free to submit any questions you may have regarding implicit bias. Dr. Salifu is looking forward to meeting you!

**Story Guidelines and Submission**
Submission deadline is September 23, 2020

**Registration Information**
There is no fee to attend this event. We kindly request that you register to attend before October 28, 2020.

---

Virtual Webinar

**Advances in Cardiovascular Risk Reduction**

December 3, 2020 • 7:45 AM-4:30 PM

Featuring a COVID-19 Presentation and Case Conference: Platelet expert and lead investigator, Dr. Jeffrey Berger, will share results from the Anticoagulation Strategies in COVID-19 clinical trial. Dr. Berger will present Challenging Cases in Antithrombotic Therapy, highlighting strategies to prevent clotting events in COVID-19 positive inpatients.

*Jointly provided by NYU Grossman School of Medicine and the New York Chapter American College of Physicians and Offering 7.5 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™*

**Registration and Conference Details**